
React Brackets for Snowden Seats - 73-87 C10
Thanks for your purchase of React components. Please ensure everything is in the box according to the list below. If 
not, contact us within 2 business days of receiving so we can help. If after 2 business days, it is difficult for us to ensure 
getting you the missing parts. 

All React parts offer a lifetime warranty against manufacturer defect and craftsmanship. This warranty is voided if 
product is abused or has been improperly installed. 

All React parts are for off-road use only. 

Parts Included
(2) Seat brackets (left and right are the same design)
(6) 5/16 Bolts
(10) 5/16 Nyloc nuts
(16) 5/16 Washers

Start by laying out all parts and accounting for all items listed above. Once you confirmed it is all there, we can proceed. 
Make sure to use all proper safety procedures and equipment when working on any vehicle. Failure to do so can result in 
injury or death.

1. Remove old / previous seat if it exists.
2. The seat bracket is a 2-piece design and NOT side specific.
3. Bolt the intermediate React bracket (plate style) onto the main bracket (long and narrow) using the (6) bolts, (12) 

washers and (6) nyloc nuts. The intermediate bracket will be installed so it raises up. The slotted hole on the main 
bracket will be the rear of the bracket. 

4. Make sure to install the (6) bolts with the heads of the bolts facing down, so the nuts are on the top of the 
intermediate bracket. 

5. If using a 58” seat, you will bolt the intermediate bracket to the main bracket using the outside holes closest to the 
outside of the truck. If using with a 60” seat, then the inside holes closest to the center of the truck will be used.

6. Now mount the bracket to the floor mounts using the factory seat hardware. 
7. Place seat onto the brackets and use the reminaing (4) washers and (4) nyloc nuts to secure to the bracket.

If you have any technical questions or issues with your React product, please contact us using the information below. 
Again, thank you for your purchase!
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